Formation of double emulsion micro-droplets in a microfluidic device using a partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic surface
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The objective of this paper is to propose a surface modification method for preparing PDMS microfluidic devices with partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic surfaces for generating double emulsion droplets. The device is designed to be easy to use without any complicated preparation process and also to achieve high droplet encapsulation efficiency compared to conventional devices. The key component of this preparation process is the permanent chemical coating for which the Pluronic surfactant is added into the bulk PDMS. The addition of Pluronic surfactant can modify the surface property of PDMS from a fully hydrophobic surface to a partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic surface whose property can be either hydrophilic or hydrophobic depending on the air- or water-treatment condition. In order to control the surface wettability, this microfluidic device with the partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic surface undergoes water treatment by injecting deionized water into the specific microchannels where their surface property changes to hydrophilic. This microfluidic device is tested by generating monodisperse water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) double emulsion micro-droplets for which the maximum droplet encapsulation efficiency of 92.4% is achieved with the average outer and inner diameters of 75.0 and 57.7 \( \mu m \), respectively.

Introduction

Double emulsion droplets are widely used in medicine, cosmetics, food and agriculture because only a small amount of chemicals is required for usage in the form of a multilayer emulsion. Additionally, double emulsion droplets can be used for encapsulation of various bioactive agents such as cells, bio-reagents and drugs. This is because their size and composition can be precisely controlled with preserved condition. Therefore, double emulsion droplets have been widely used in various biomedical applications such as drug delivery, 1–3 cell biology, 4–8 chemical reaction 9,10 and microparticle production.11–15

Droplets are made of two immiscible fluids: the dispersed fluid (core) and the continuous fluid (shell). The principle used for droplet generation is based on the shear stress that can make droplet breakup. In general, there are two main methods for droplet generation: membrane emulsification 16–18 and microfluidics. For membrane emulsification method, the dispersed fluid is injected directly into the continuous fluid so that the large number of droplets can be effectively produced. However, it is difficult for membrane emulsification to control the droplet size and to obtain the high efficiency of encapsulation because the shear stress can only be regulated by the dispersed fluid. For microfluidics, microfabrication can be used to make microfluidic devices and mass production of micro-droplets can be effectively made with high precision in the droplet size as well as high efficiency encapsulation by controlling the liquid flow rates of dispersed and continuous phases along micro-channels. With microfluidics, the droplet generation is based on two sources of shear stress to make droplet breakup at the micro-channel junction: one from the continuous fluid and the other one from the difference between the surface wettability of the dispersed fluid and the surface condition of the micro-channel. Therefore, microfluidics is more effective for double emulsion droplet generation than membrane emulsification.

The micro-channel used to generate droplets in microfluidics can be classified into 3 types: T-junction, flow-focusing and co-flow. The T-junction micro-channel19–21 is the simplest one where the continuous phase flows along the main micro-channel while the dispersed phase flows along the micro-
channel branch that makes the angle of $90^\circ$ with the main micro-channel. The droplets are generated at the micro-channel junction. The T-junction micro-channel was then replaced by the flow-focusing micro-channel. For flow-focusing micro-channels, there are two micro-channel branches for continuous phase that make the angle of $90^\circ$ with the main micro-channel of the dispersed phase at the micro-channel junction so that the shear stress of the continuous phase is balanced at the junction. This results in higher efficiency of droplet generation compared to that of the T-junction micro-channel. For co-flow micro-channels, the dispersed phase flows along the capillary tube inside the micro-channel of the continuous phase similar to annular tubes so that the dispersed and continuous phases flow in parallel. With higher friction inside the capillary tube, the dispersed phase flows at the lower speed compared to the continuous phase and experiences the shear stress from the continuous phase. Therefore, the droplet breakup takes place at the outlet of the capillary tube. The co-flow micro-channel is as efficient as the flow-focusing micro-channel to generate droplets with a wider variety of materials to make the co-flow micro-channels. However, the generation of double emulsion droplets requires micro-channels with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces in single microfluidic device. In general, if the water contact angle (WCA) is smaller than $90^\circ$, the surface is considered hydrophilic. If the WCA is greater than $90^\circ$, the surface is considered hydrophobic. For instance, the hydrophilic surface is used first to produce the water-in-oil (w/o) droplets while the hydrophilic surface is used later to produce the water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) droplets. Therefore, the surface modification, which is a simple and convenient method, is required for both microfluidic device fabrication and rapid droplet generation. The flow-focusing micro-channel is thus one of the most suitable choices for the generation of double emulsion droplets because it is more efficient than the T-junction micro-channel and more convenient for surface modification compared to the co-flow micro-channel.

There are various methods for surface modification to convert the hydrophobic surface to the hydrophilic surface for double emulsion droplet generation. The graft polymerization of acrylic acid is one of the surface modification methods that flows the acrylic acid solution into the micro-channel. The specific surface that needs modification is exposed to the ultraviolet (UV) light in order to obtain the hydrophilic surface while the rest of the surface is protected by the black electrical tape. After that, the surface is washed by the deionized water (DIW). With this method, the hydrophobic properties with WCA of $73^\circ$ is obtained and the stability of surface properties can be maintained more than 10 weeks. Typically, the oxygen plasma is used to treat the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface. It is a simple and effective method to convert the hydrophobic surface to the hydrophilic surface with low WCA of less than $20^\circ$. However, the hydrophilic surface can be maintained up to 48 hours. Consequently, this method is not attractive for modifying the surface of double emulsion droplet generation devices. However, the oxygen plasma can be used in an area-specific manner by using epoxy glue to block the micro-channel inlet beyond which the hydrophobic surface is not modified. The chemical coating is another commonly used method that flows a surfactant solution through the micro-channel in order to reduce the surface tension of the target surface and hence converting to hydrophilic surface. This is an effective method and its hydrophilic surface duration can maintain more longer than that of the oxygen plasma method. When the chemical coating solution is used to coat the surface to form the layer-by-layer deposition, the property duration is approximately one month before returning to the hydrophobic surface. Since only some selected surfaces require the surface modification, its process and technique for preparing such a device are rather complicated and not convenient. The multilayer geometry method is also interesting where the micro-channel network is fabricated with different surface properties in separate layers. It is simply to indicate the modified surface that can be used for droplet formation with more than two layers of droplet emulsion. However, it requires advanced fabrication technology to fabricate and align such a device in a micrometer scale. Hence, it is not a suitable method to produce the droplet size smaller than 100 $\mu m$.

Wu and Hjort (2009) studied the surface modification method for PDMS using the gradient-induced migration of embedded Pluronic. The surfactant solution is mixed with bulk PDMS during the fabrication process. This method is able to convert the surface properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. It is able to activate the surface modification by reacting to the solution that flows through the micro-channel network. In other words, when the water flows through the micro-channel, the Pluronic F-127 molecules migrate to the wetted surface of the micro-channel and convert the surface properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. After that, if the micro-channel is exposed to ambient air, the hydrophilic surface begins to return to the hydrophobic one again. This method can easily control different surface properties and has longer stability of the surface wettability. Therefore, this method is attractive for the double emulsion droplet generation device. The objective of this research work is to apply the surface modification method using the permanent chemical coating in the PDMS micro-fluidic device for the first time to generate the double emulsion micro-droplets with the flow-focusing channel technique. This microfluidic device is designed to be easy to use without any complicated preparation process with higher efficiency compared to other microfluidic devices.

Results and discussion

In this paper, double emulsion droplet generation is performed by using the microfluidic device that is fabricated by the surface modification using permanent chemical coating in order to obtain the partially hydrophilic-hydrophobic surface. This modified surface is capable of adapting its surface property according to the fluid property when the fluid flows through the micro-channel. For example, the surface property is hydrophobic when the fluid is oil whereas the surface property becomes hydrophilic when the fluid is water. Therefore, this surface modification strategy is useful for the fabrication of the microfluidic device that is applied to generate water-in-oil-in-
water double emulsion droplets. The surface wettability of the hydrophilic surface and the recovery of the hydrophobic surface are key factors to enhance the improvement of the microfluidic device to be more convenient and more effective for double emulsion droplet generation compared to the conventional method.

**Effect of Pluronic surfactant solution concentration on PDMS surface properties**

For the permanent chemical coating modification, Pluronic F-127 surfactant solution is mixed with bulk PDMS to modify the PDMS surface property from hydrophobic to partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic. The performance of this surface modification technique is evaluated by measuring the static contact angle of a water droplet (WCA) with the droplet volume of 5.0 μL on a 2 × 2 cm² PDMS flat sheet with and without modification. The PDMS flat sheet is fabricated by soft lithographic process whereas the modified PDMS samples are fabricated by mixing a bulk PDMS with Pluronic F-127 surfactant solution at five different concentrations of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 μL g⁻¹. After the samples are fabricated, they are treated by the O₂ plasma for 2.30 min in order to have the same preparation process as those of the microfluidic device fabrication. Then, the samples are treated with two different conditions (type A: exposed to air and type W: immersed in water) at room temperature for 24 hours and the surface wettability is studied by WCA measurement where five samples are used to measure WCA in each condition with three repetitions while, for each sample, WCA is measured at four different positions and then averaged. The effects of the concentration of Pluronic F-127 surfactant solution on the PDMS surface properties is investigated. During the duration of measuring the WCA, all samples are exposed to the ambient air for 30 days in order to study the stability of the hydrophobicity of the PDMS surfaces.

Fig. 1(a) shows the WCA of type A samples after exposed to the ambient air for 30 days while A0 stands for the PDMS sample without surface modification while A2–A10 denote the PDMS samples with various surfactant solution concentrations. It is found that the WCA decreases with the increasing concentration of surfactant solution. After 24 hours, the surface properties of all type A samples are hydrophilic where WCA < 90° because these surfaces are still under the influence of O₂ plasma treatment. After 48 hours, the effect of O₂ plasma treatment is considerably reduced so that the WCA of all type A samples rapidly increases. After 72 hours, the surface properties of the A0–A8 samples recover from hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity while the WCA is greater than 90°. After 72 hours, the effect of permanent chemical coating on surface properties becomes dominant only for the A10 sample because it still remains hydrophilic with the sufficiently large amount of surfactant to maintain the hydrophilic property. The surface wettability duration of the sample A10 can be stabilised up to 30 days.

In case of type W samples, the WCA measurement over 30 days is shown in Fig. 1(b) where W0 stands for the PDMS sample without surface modification while W2–W10 denote the PDMS samples with various surfactant solution concentrations. It is found that the WCA of all type W samples decreases with the increasing concentration of surfactant solution. After 24 hours, the surface properties of all type W samples are hydrophilic similar to the type A samples, but the WCA of the type W samples is lower at the corresponding concentrations because being immersed in water for 24 hours can enhance the surface wettability. Moreover, the influence of O₂ plasma treatment on the type W samples still remains so that the surface properties of the type W samples recover from hydrophilic to hydrophobic more slowly compared to those of the type A samples. After 72 hours, the effect of O₂ plasma treatment is significantly reduced, the surface properties of the samples W4–W10 remain hydrophilic while the surface properties of the samples W0–W2 become hydrophobic. Therefore, mixing Pluronic surfactant solution with bulk PDMS at the concentration of at least 4 μL g⁻¹ is sufficient for surface modification with permanent chemical coating. After 9 days, the surface properties of the sample W4 are no longer hydrophilic while the hydrophilic surfaces of the samples W6–W10 remain for 30 days.

From the results in Fig. 1, it is found that the surface properties of the PDMS samples W6–W10 (immersed in water for 24 hours) can be changed from hydrophobic to hydrophilic for 30 days when the Pluronic solution concentration is at least 6 μL.

![Fig. 1 Water contact angles of samples (a) type A: exposed to air and (b) type W: immersed in water. For WCA, the error bar is the corresponding standard deviation (n = 3) with the minimum and maximum values of 0.8% and 5.8%, respectively.](image)
while the surface properties of the PDMS samples A0–A8 (exposed to air) return to hydrophobic after 48 hours when the Pluronic solution concentration is lower than 10 µL g⁻¹. Clearly, the concentration of surfactant solution less than 4 µL g⁻¹ cannot directly alter the surface wettability of PDMS but the water treatment can enable the surfactant solution to modify the PDMS surface. This is because when the Pluronic-modified sample is immersed in water, the oligomer of Pluronic migrates towards the wetted surface of that sample so that the surface property of that sample becomes hydrophilic. On the other hand, when the Pluronic-modified sample is exposed to air, the oligomer of PDMS migrates to replace the oligomer of Pluronic so that the contact angle increases and the surface property recovers to hydrophobic again.⁴⁴

However, an addition of Pluronic surfactant solution into PDMS deteriorates the optical transparency of PDMS and hence degrading the visualization quality when monitoring the fluid and micro-droplet behaviors inside the micro-channel. Fig. 2 shows the results of percent transmission (%T) of PDMS samples with and without surface modification at various surfactant solution concentrations using the UV-visible spectrophotometer (Jasco, UV-2450) in a wavelength range of 400–800 nm and also their corresponding micrographs using optical microscope (OLYMPUS BX51M). It reveals that the higher concentration of Pluronic surfactant solution causes the lower percent transmission of PDMS samples. Therefore, an excessive amount of Pluronic surfactant solution can deteriorate the optical transparency of PDMS. It can be concluded that PDMS with Pluronic surfactant solution of 4 µL g⁻¹ is the option to fabricate microfluidic devices for double emulsion droplet generation because its percent transmission is not much different (less than 10%) from that of PDMS without surface modification and its surface wettability can be altered by water treatment.

**Pluronic modified PDMS with hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface control**

For double emulsion droplet generation, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface types are required during the generation process. When the permanent chemical coating is used to

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
Percent light transmission (%T) of PDMS samples (a) without surface modification and with surface modification using Pluronic F-127 surfactant solution of (b) 4 µL g⁻¹, (c) 8 µL g⁻¹ and (d) 12 µL g⁻¹.

![Fig. 3](image-url)  
Hydrophobic surface recovery of modified PDMS with Pluronic solution of 4.0 µL g⁻¹: without water treatment (WT0) and with water treatment for 1, 2, 3, 7 and 14 days (WT1, WT2, WT3, WT7 and WT14).
modify the PDMS surface of the microfluidic device, the originally hydrophobic surface of PDMS is modified to the partially hydrophilic–hydrophobic surface where its surface wettability can be altered and controlled by the water treatment. The recovery time from the hydrophilic surface to the hydrophobic is used as an indicator to control the surface wettability. Fig. 3 shows the WCA of the modified PDMS with Pluronic solution of 4.0 μL g⁻¹ where WT0 is the sample without water treatment and WT1, WT2, WT3, WT7, and WT14 are the samples with water treatment for 1, 2, 3, 7, and 14 days, respectively. When the WCA with respect to the sample surface in case of water treatment is measured, such a sample is taken from water and blown with air until dried. Once the sample is dry, the WCA is measured immediately on which day it is counted as the first day. After that, the sample is stored in air. The WCA of the stored sample is daily measured for 14 days in order to study the stability of hydrophilic properties duration and the recovery of the hydrophobic surface when the sample experiences the water treatment at different time.

In Fig. 3, WT0 is the reference case where the WCA with no water treatment is 53.5° on the first day and increases up to 102.9° after 14 days. The hydrophilicity of WT0 can recover to the hydrophobic surface within 2 days. With the water treatment, the WCA of WT1 is 44.1° after one day in which the lowest one compared to other cases while the WCA of WT14 is 51.4° after 14 days in which is the highest one because Pluronic dissolves in water and the oligomer of Pluronic inside PDMS is reduced after the sample is immersed in water for such a long time. Therefore, the surface of the sample with water treatment is hydrophilic up to 14 days according to the present result as long as the sample is immersed in water. After the samples are taken from water, Table 1 reveals that the hydrophilic surfaces of WT1, WT2, and WT3 samples require 9 days to recover to the hydrophobic surface whereas the surfaces of WT7 and WT14 samples become hydrophobic within 8 and 6 days, respectively. The WT1 sample will be investigated further because its contact angle is lowest and its recovery time from hydrophilic to hydrophobic surface is 9 days which is relatively long compared to other cases while its water treatment duration is shortest.

After 9 days of being exposed to air, the surface of the WT1 sample recovers from the hydrophilic to hydrophobic. The hydrophilic surface treatment process that the recovery of hydrophobic surface back to the hydrophilic surface is modified after being immersed in water. The effect of the hydrophilic surface treatment on the WCA is studied. Fig. 4 shows the WCA of the WT1 sample after the hydrophilic surface treatment from 0 min to 24 hours. At the beginning (0 min), the WCA of the WT1 sample is 90.2°. The hydrophilic surface treatment (immersed in water) for 30 min can modify the recovered hydrophobic surface of the WT1 sample back to the hydrophilic surface with the WCA of 84.1°. The WCA of the WT1 sample continually reduces when the duration of the water immersion is longer. Its WCA is 68.7° after being immersed in water for 24 hours.

Up to this stage, a new process for the surface preparation of a microfluidic device to generate water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplets is proposed in the present work. The microfluidic device is fabricated by using the permanent chemical coating modification with Pluronic surfactant solution concentration of 4.0 μL g⁻¹ (W4 sample). This microfluidic device is processed with water treatment for one day (WT1) by flowing the deionized water (DIW) into the microfluidic device through all micro-channels and trapping the DIW inside the microfluidic device for a day in order to draw the oligomer of Pluronic towards the wetted surface of micro-channels and hence all wetted surfaces become hydrophilic (WCA = 44.1°) as shown in Fig. 5(a). After that, the DIW is drained out of this microfluidic device and the device is exposed to the ambient air for 9 days in order to recover its hydrophobic surface (WCA = 90.2°) as shown in Fig. 5(b). Finally, this microfluidic device is prepared for use to generate water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplets by continuously injecting two fluids (mineral oil and DIW) at the volume flow rate of 60 μL h⁻¹ into the continuous phase inlets of two junctions for more than 30 min as shown in Fig. 5(c). The mineral oil flows into the left junction in order to maintain the hydrophobic surface (WCA = 90.2°) while the DIW flows into the right junction in order to modify the hydrophobic surface back to the hydrophilic one (WCA < 84.1°). The outlet of the micro-channel at the right junction is designed to be wider than the width of the middle micro-channel between the left junction and the right junction in order to ensure its lower pressure drop. The DIW always flows to the far right outlet and never flows toward the left junction. Although some small amount of mineral oil may flow to the right junction, the micro-droplets of mineral oil are enclosed by the DIW so that the mineral oil never contacts the surface of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Duration of hydrophilicity (days)</th>
<th>Duration of hydrophobicity (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT1</td>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>9–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT2</td>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>9–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT3</td>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>9–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT7</td>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>8–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT14</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>6–14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Water contact angles of the WT1 sample after the hydrophilic surface treatment within 24 hours.
Fig. 5 Process for surface preparation of a microfluidic device to generate water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplets. (a) Micro-channels with Pluronic surfactant solution with a concentration of 4.0 μL g⁻¹ after water treatment for 24 hours. (b) Micro-channels exposed to air longer than 9 days. (c) Micro-channels without hydrophilic surface treatment at the left junction and with hydrophilic surface treatment for more than 30 min at the right junction.

Table 2 Experimental conditions for water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplet generation at various $Q_3$, $Q_1$, and $f_r$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>$Q_3$ (μL h⁻¹)</th>
<th>$Q_1$</th>
<th>$f_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $f$ is the frequency of droplet generation (Hz), $U$ is the droplet velocity (m s⁻¹) and $D_h$ is the hydraulic diameter of each junction outlet (m). Equating the Strouhal number of two junctions yields the following frequency ratio:

$$f_r = \frac{f_2}{f_1} = \frac{U_2}{U_1} \frac{D_{h2}}{D_{h1}}$$

This work demonstrates the experiment of generating water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplets at various droplet generation frequency ratios and flow rate ratios. Table 2 provides a list of 7 experimental conditions by varying the volume flow rate, $Q_3$, of the DIW mixed with Triton X-100 at junction 2 from 100 to 200 μL h⁻¹ in order to cover a range of the flow rate ratios of 5–10 and the droplet generation frequency ratios of 0.73–1.30.

Fig. 6(a) shows the experimental results of water-in-oil-in-water droplet generation where the water-in-oil droplet generation at junction 1. Fig. 6(b) displays the water-in-oil-in-water droplet generation at junction 2 at various droplet generation frequency ratios. Fig. 6(c) shows the frame locations where the pictures shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) are taken. It reveals that the microfluidic device after surface modification with permanent chemical coating can effectively generate water-in-oil droplets at junction 1. These water-in-oil droplets are continuously delivered to junction 2. At junction 2, the volume flow rate $Q_3$ of the DIW mixed with Triton X-100 is varied to generate water-in-oil-in-water droplets at various droplet generation frequency ratio as shown in Fig. 6(b). It is found that the optimal encapsulation takes place when $f_r = 1.02$ with $Q_3 = 150$ μL h⁻¹ where all DIW droplets with red color are encapsulated inside the mineral oil droplet while at other droplet generation frequency ratios the encapsulation cannot occur for all water-in-oil droplets. Moreover, some encapsulated droplets become unstable later leading to encapsulation failure.

Fig. 7 shows the water-in-oil-in-water droplet encapsulation efficiency in the primary vertical axis and the droplet diameter in the secondary vertical axis at various droplet generation frequency ratios together with one sample of droplet image per microchannel at the right junction or after and hence no effect on surface wettability there.

**Generation of w/o/w double emulsion droplets**

In this section, the microfluidic device obtained from Section 3.2 is ready for generation of water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion droplets where the surface property of junction 1 is hydrophobic (WCA = 90.2°) whereas the junction 2 is hydrophilic (WCA < 84.1°). At junction 1, the water-in-oil droplets are generated for which the DIW is mixed with the red-color dye at the ratio of 1% w/w for $Q_3 = 20$ μL h⁻¹ and the mineral oil is mixed with Span 80 at the ratio of 0.5% w/w for $Q_3 = 20$ μL h⁻¹. At junction 1, $Q_1 = Q_2$. After junction 1, the water-in-oil-droplets are delivered to junction 2 for encapsulation with the DIW mixed with Triton X-100 at the ratio of 2% w/w in order to obtain the water-in-oil-in-water droplets. At junction 2, the volume flow rate $Q_3$ of the DIW mixed with Triton X-100 is an important parameter because $Q_3$ affects the efficiency of encapsulation. In addition, at junction 2, the flow rate ratio ($Q_3$) is defined as the ratio of the continuous phase flow rate to the dispersed phase flow rate ($Q_3/Q_4$).

The present work proposes the principle of determining $Q_3$ to obtain the highest efficiency for encapsulation. The main principle is to equate the droplet generation frequency ($f$) of two junctions in terms of the dimensionless Strouhal number (St) defined in eqn (1):

$$St = \frac{fD_h}{U}$$

where $D_h$ is the hydraulic diameter of each junction outlet (m).
with increasing that the outer diameter of double emulsion droplets increases. The droplet encapsulation efficiency is determined by the following procedure: (1) drop a certain amount of droplets onto the glass slide and let the droplets settle down into a form of monolayer, (2) take the image of droplets by the optical microscope (OLYMPUS BX51M) with a magnification of 50× using the CCD camera (HAYEAR, 5.0MP CMOS) with the resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels, (3) calculate the droplet encapsulation efficiency defined as the number of double emulsion droplets per the total number of droplets and average the droplet encapsulation efficiency from 10 pictures per frequency ratio, and (4) use the S-EYE software to measure the average outer and inner droplet diameters from 50 random droplets per image.

Experimental

Materials and equipment

PDMS (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184 Elastomer Kit) is a material used to fabricate the microfluidic device. The micro-channel surface is modified by permanent chemical coating for which the surfactant solution is made of Pluronic F-127 (Sigma Aldrich) and ethanol (Sigma Aldrich). The water-in-oil-in-water droplets is composed of (1) DIW mixed with red-color dye at the ratio of 1.0% w/w for the inner dispersed phase \(Q_1\) in order to enhance the flow visualization inside the micro-channel, (2) mineral oil (SKYDD, AA-1086768) mixed with Span 80 (Sigma Aldrich) at the ratio of 0.5% w/w for the middle continuous phase \(Q_2\) and (3) DIW mixed with Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich) at the ratio of 2.0% w/w for the outer continuous phase \(Q_3\).

The solutions of the inner dispersed phase, the middle continuous phase and the outer continuous phase are injected into the microfluidic device through silicone tubes (Cole Parmer, 0.02" i.d.) and disposable syringes (NIPRO, 1.0 mL) using three syringe pumps (NE-1000, New Era Pump System, Inc.) at the flow rates over a range of 10–200 \(\mu\)L h\(^{-1}\). The image of generated droplets and the monitoring screens at two junctions inside the micro-channels are captured by the optical microscope (OLYMPUS BX51M) with CCD camera (HAYEAR, 5.0MP CMOS). The diameter of droplets is measured on the glass slide by using the S-EYE software using 50 random samples of droplets.

Microfluidic device design for double emulsion droplet generation

The microfluidic device for double emulsion droplet generation is designed by using the flow focusing micro-channel technique. The schematic diagram of the microfluidic device is shown in Fig. 8. There are two main junctions in this microfluidic device: junction 1 for water-in-oil droplet generation and junction 2 for water-in-oil-in-water droplet generation. At junction 1, the surface property is hydrophobic (yellow) with the micro-channel width of 50 \(\mu\)m of \(W_1\), \(W_2\) and \(W_{m1}\) and all the micro-channel widths are gradually reduced to be 20 \(\mu\)m at this junction. The water-in-oil droplet are generated by junction 1 are delivered as the dispersed phase to junction 2 in order to generate the double emulsion water-in-oil-in-water droplets. At junction 2, the micro-channel widths of \(W_{m1}\), \(W_3\) and \(W_{m2}\) are 50, 100 and 200 \(\mu\)m, respectively. The micro-channel widths are gradually reduced to 50 \(\mu\)m at the junction. Note that the depth...
of the micro-channel in the microfluidic device is fixed at 100 μm.

Microfluidic device fabrication and surface modification

There are two main processes to fabricate the microfluidic device for double emulsion droplet generation: the fabrication of the silicon master (Si mold) and the casting of the PDMS microfluidic device. For the Si mold fabrication, a 6-inch diameter Si wafer is cleaned by immersed in a piranha acid solution 70% H2SO4 : 30% H2O2 at volume ratio of 4 : 1 heated at 120 °C for 10 min in order to remove organic contaminants from the surface and rinsed with DIW at 25 °C for 10 min. Then, the sample is blow-dried with pure nitrogen gas. Then, the Si wafer is spin-coated with the hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) mold releasing agent and baked at 90 °C for 90 seconds to improve the photoresist (PR) adhesion to the oxidized Si-wafer surface. A commercially positive PR, PF1-34A (Sumitomo Corporation), is spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 20 s in order to obtain a thickness of 2.0 μm on the Si wafer. The patterned
channel is prepared by a conventional photolithography using a contact mask aligner (EVG 620, EV Group). A photomask with feature sizes ranging from 20 μm to 200 μm is used. The spin-coated wafer is then exposed to the 365 nm UV-light through a photomask. The UV-light intensity is 40 mW cm⁻² and the exposure time is 5 s. The Si wafer is post-exposure baked at 110 °C for 100 s in order to reduce the standing wave effect at the sidewall of PR patterns, then developed in SD-W developer (Sumitomo Corporation) for 75 s, and hard baked at 120 °C for 80 seconds. After that, the photo-patterned Si wafer is etched by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) using SF₆/C₄F₈ gases (200/5 sccm, ICP/RIE: 2000/10 W, 8 s). The remaining PR is removed and also suitable for biomedical applications with complex hydrophilic and hydrophobic patterns.
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**Conclusions**

This research work proposes the process of developing the microfluidic device with surface modification using permanent chemical coating. The surfactant solution used to mix with PDMS for surface modification is made of Pluronic F-127 of 200 grams and ethanol of 1.0 mL in proportion. This surfactant solution is mixed in a vortex mixer for 2 min and then heated up to 45 °C for 1 h. A PDMS precursor and a curing agent are mixed at the ratio of 10 : 1 w/w, together with the surfactant solution at various ratios in order to modify the PDMS surface from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. After that, the PDMS mixture is poured onto the Si master, degassed in vacuum chamber for 10 min and cured at 75 °C for 90 min and stored for 12 h. Then, the cured PDMS is released from the Si master, cut and punched to connect with silicone tubes. The PDMS cavity side obtained is directly bonded to a PDMS flat sheet after the surface treatment with the oxygen plasma (O₂ gas flow rate: 40 sccm, RF power: 30 W, etching time 90 s).
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